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About IVC Commercial
IVC Commercial is a global player in the design and 
manufacture of flooring solutions including Carpet Tiles, 
Luxury Vinyl Tiles (LVT) and Heterogeneous Vinyl for 
use in business, public and private environments.
 
As the commercial division of IVC Group, we’re focused on  
improving the productivity and wellbeing of users in spaces  
through innovative solutions that are easy to implement 
and affordable. Accountable for our actions, we design 
and make floors responsibly in Belgium, developing 
a circular approach to the future of flooring.
 
IVC Group is part of Mohawk Industries Inc., the world’s largest 
flooring company. With 1,800 employees and 10 production  
sites in production sites in Europe, Russia and USA,  
IVC Group produces over 180,000,000m2 of flooring every year. 

     �e offer 

    to�-quality products, 

    impeccable serv�ce, �nnovat�ve,    

      �u��a�na��e production  

   and a proven track record…  

But most of al�, we love ��ping

 to achieve your goals!  
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Carpet Tiles
Accessories

Flexlok
Installing Carpet Tiles without adhesives?  
Flexlok will do the trick. These adhesive tabs  
can be installed on any sound substrate  
(access flooring, timber, existing, vinyl and ceramic).

Carpet Tiles

Balanced Hues 989
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Luxury Vinyl Tiles
Accessories

Pressure sensitive adhesive
Securing your LVT Design floor coverings onto your 
subfloors? Our solvent-free adhesive will tackle the task. 
A qualitative adhesive for bonding LVT Design floor 
coverings onto sound and suitably dry subfloors.

High temperature adhesive
Bonding LVT Design floors to a subfloor  
in a space subject to thermal fluctuation?  
Use our high temperature adhesive. This solvent-free, 
low-emission fibre-filled adhesive guarantees perfect 
dimensional stability. Ideal for spaces with a lot of direct 
sunlight or places subject to excessive heat.  
Use on sound and dry subfloors.

Flex Pro Underlay
Specifically designed for the floating installation  
under LVT design floor, Xtrafloor® Flex Pro offers  
a comprehensive solution to install Dryback without  
the need of adhesives.

Flexlok
Installing loose-lay LVT without adhesives?  
Flexlok will do the trick. These adhesive tabs  
can be installed on any sound substrate  
(access flooring, timber, existing, vinyl and ceramic).

Moduleo 55 Tiles / Jura Stone 46960
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Luxury Vinyl Tiles



Matching standard skirting
Our standard skirting boards fit every interior. Seamlessly 
connecting floor and wall, its unique patented technology 
offers an identical connection between your LVT design 
floor and skirting in design, colour and texture.

Profiles
Looking to bridge the gap between 2 floors?  
Want to put the finishing touch between your floor  
and the wall? Or maybe you want to install vinyl on your 
stairs? Whatever you need, we’ve got you covered!

Joint sealant
Fill small joints or create a natural grouting with our joint 
sealant. Specifically developed for LVT design floors,  
this joint sealing compound protects your  
LVT design floor from dirt and moisture.  
Available in different colours.

Paintable renovation skirting
Securing your LVT Design floor coverings onto your 
subfloors? Our solvent-free adhesive will tackle the task. 
A qualitative adhesive for bonding LVT Design floor 
coverings onto sound and suitably dry subfloors.

Feature strips
Create a natural grouting or strong 
visual effect with Xtrafloor® feature strips.  
Individually coloured to complement our  
range of flooring, the strips can be used to  
further personalise your LVT Dryback flooring.

Paintable standard skirting
Match your skirting boards with the colour 
of your wall for the perfect blend.  
With Xtrafloor®, styling your skirting boards 
has never been this easy. Our standard 
paintable skirting comes in 6-cm height 
and boasts numerous advantages.

Luxury Vinyl Tiles

Available in silver and black

Adapter profile Adapter profileEnd profile T-profile

Available in silver and black Available in silver and black Available in silver and black
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Heterogeneous Vinyl
Accessories

Velcro tape
Want your vinyl floors with textile backing to stick 
around? Use this specially engineered Velcro tape.

Loose Lay tape
With this specialized tape, your loose lay vinyl floor  
is guaranteed to stand its ground, while remaining  
easy to remove and replace.

Hot welding
Fuse your heterogeneous vinyl into a harmonious 
whole with colour-matched welding, for a flooring 
solution that is both strong and beautiful.

Cold welding
Invisiweld technology creates the ability to achieve 
an almost imperceptible join. Fast, clean and easy 
to use. Invisiweld is economical and is leaving a 
seamless, strong and watertight join.  Invisiweld 
is the cuter and better looking way to install.

Heterogeneous Vinyl

Isafe 70 / Sabbia 511, 571
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Moduleo 55 Expressive  / Mystical 71967

Want to learn more about IVC’s other flooring solutions,  
or need help tackling an exciting project?  
We’ve got you covered. 

Go to www.ivc-commercial.com to browse our collections,  
order samples, download inspirational brochures or  
use the room visualiser to bring your ideas to life.  
Or, stop by one of our showrooms. You can also make  
an appointment with our dedicated team by sending us  
an email via info@ivc-commercial.com.  
Get in touch! 

Get in touch

Follow us on
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